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INTRODUCTION.
b

`

This reportdescribes the analytical capabilities of ONPASS,
an online computer-aided school faCility planning system-
developed -'by Urban Decision Systems,.Tn. 'Using the Canoga
Park-Winnetka-Woodland Hills,Planning Area in Los Ange4s'Ap
a' .t..est cases, ONPASS Was" 'selected to demonstrate'how an
online system can, help school pl;annerS make optimum use of
their facilities. 2

Under, the direction of the Department of City Planning. -of
the City of Los Angeles, this proje&t used a slidulated
student data base Which was estimated for two time periods
fromj970,Cehsus data; 'The schools.' are ex] ting: Public
elementary ,schools in the planning area, but the capacities
were modified to correspond to student loads in the .first
time period. .ONPASS is currently in use)pyothe Cuperysno.:
Union School District, .the Newport-Mesa Unified School,
District, and the Grossmont Uhion High SchOoldDistrict. The
ONPASS approach grew.* out of a pro'ced'ure' developed for the
Santa Monica Unified -Scpol District in 1971,.

ONPASS is a proprietary software product of Urban Decision
"Systems, Inc.
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AN INTERAdTIVE.PL4NNING

a

StCTION'ONE

O

A r

ONPASS short -for Online Pupil Assignment System -- Use6:a
machine-readable student Aata base to help 'achieve optimum
facility utilizationin the design of school attendance
areas.. In, the .prope3s, it seeks to*lower. transportation
costs by keeping the distance travelled to school as short
as possible.

* '-

Once the assignment process has 'been completed, ONPAS can
produce a variety of summary and detail reports, as well ift,s

computer plots., for exhaustive evaluation of the assinmenf
plan'and its resulting trdnsportation requirement,. -

.
.

More thah an interactive planning' system, ONPASS is an
interactive; planning tool. It is not, to be confused with a

& .
theoretical model; rather, it ds .'a practical, workable; and
economicalprocedure for performinga difficult job.

.

. 1

In *the' ,follgwing presentation of ONPASS and its
.'capabilities,: ask yourself the following questions)

Can you as a planner rpadily comprehend What the ONPASS
procedtr'e does?

+ '

.

-
.

Can you integrate .the procedure into your
.

.decision-making process?

1

Does the procedure improve the quality and in,tegrity of
youi decision-making proceSs?

Is the procedure a reasonable* economic alternative to
your, existing manual process?



THE LoG C BEHIND ONPASS
o

O

ONPASS is d signed to perfora a specific planning task
namely, the aosignmentof'stpdents to existing or proboped
school facilities and the analysis of the resulting
transportation needs. To, aCcomp/Ash this, the ONPASS
procedure uses .the same,information and the' same basic. logic-

9 'as the manual process.

4 There is nothing obscure or hidden 'about -the assignment
. legic-used#in ONP.A-SS. At the heart-of ONPASS is an algorithm
-that' simuitadeously assigns students te all the schools in,7,N,
the district. Given a. set of planner- imposed constraints, a).J
Student goes to -the closest school with the capacity to
Accommodate him'. These constraints may include maximum
distanCe to be travelled, street drossing,hazards, danual
.preassignment of specifiC pl nning areas, and adjustment to
the capacities of the Schools.

6-
.

The.benefit to you resi des in the speed at which ONPASS can
generate a comprehensive assigment ydu'to fully,
analyze the blan and.thehwto modify any °' of the parameters
and-rerun the assignment.

In. a single 'run of ONPASS; you do not come' up, with the
optimalsolution. What.you do, get is a deeper understanding
of the problea, . more inforMation ':about ,an' acceptable
solution, and More'questions which can be rapidly,'" answered
by the procedure . This is what is meant by Interaction.
ONPASS alfows you to enter into a dialolgi with your 'data'
base. It helps you. see the preswip, mord clearly and gives
you a 'framework for asking those "wfiai if" qUestions'' about

'the future. D

.

. DATA 10PUTS 'TO ONPASS

ONPASS requires, several daia-files,to be used in the pupil
assignment process. The information in these data files is
AO different than the informatfon on a spotting map as-
currently used by most distri ,school
attendance,areas.

.

To put iniormation into a machine,-readable data file,
however requires that well-.plahned collection, validation,"
.and update porodedures be implemented. Once you haVe created
a reliable data base and provided for its maintenance, you
will be able to respond quickly to changes in.the'stUtent
bOdy or schOol facilities..

a- 4
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The data inputs to ONPASS can be -broken /.down into ,three''

i 3 v

,Student counts by planning unit6. .

categories:

Ochool facilities by location and capacity.

Geographic connectivity.

Student Counts ONPASS does not assign
individual students to

schools. Rather, small units of geog.raphy knowg as planning
units are assigned to a School's attendance area. .A planning
unit can consist of a single street segment; a city block,
or any combination of these.-The smaller the planning mat,
the.fl.ner the ;level of analysis -- but the greater the
number ofitplanning'units to be reckoned .with.

Conceptually, the.1 planning unit i a homogeneous
micro-neighborhood, all of which would be logically
reassigned to a school if any part cif'it were.

The ',records in the student data file consist of five fields
each, as in .the following, excerpt:

4

1 421. 49 11 9

2 418: 49- 11 10
3' 414 49 10 8

4-411 49 5 5

5 403:. 49 39 73
403 57.° 28 -24

7 411 57 8 T
8 414 57 1 5 '.
9 4113 .58: .8, 7

10 421H 57 14 12
.-

Th first colon contains aplanning'unit code,' followed. by

ho ixontal, and vertical displacetentt.in:hundreds of'feilt,
fr M a: refcrence*,.pOint 4a,t'tile-_, northeast' extremity. of the,

di trict. to4the'Cntroid 4f the planning Unirt. The remaining'
two coluMnt contain the Count of.elementary school students

. .

in' 975 and(ProjeOted) 1980.

The specific student counts you supply deplend on the 'level
of detail at which,you with to ,perform your analysis. If the .

data file inclUdet counts; by grade level,', then selected -"'
grade levercombinations-ean be treated independently in. the

planrOig process.4 J.

. .



Usually, this student file is generated by address-matching
a machine-reAdable administrative student record file tO'the
street segments in a Geographic Base Vile (GBP). Under these
circumstances., the individual students can bffaccumulated
into planning units that have been 'defined.- as some
combination of GBP street segments. Each planning unit is
assigned a unique identifier in numeric sequence. and :is
referred to by .that. identifier throughout the oNvAqs
process.

0

School'Vacilitids iii school facilities file
,in ut to0ONPAOS can consillt pf

a single value representing the total student capacity, or
it can be segmented into grade levels such as kindergarten
and grades 1-6. Below is a portion of the school facilities
'file used for the Canoga Park-Winnetka-Wocdland Hills
Alanning Area:

al CALABASH 914.
02 CALVERT 675
03 CANOGAPK 343
04 CAPBT;t'A4128
05 'COLLINS 720
OCENADIA 245
07 PULLBRIG 436
08 HAMLIN 550.
09 HARTSTR 363.
10 HAYNES 634

690 690
660 660.

1260 1260
1260 1260
720.720
1200 1200
990 990
960 960
87d 870
1410 1410

The fivecolumns represent the unique school identifier, an
8-character abbreviatioh of the school's name,-the planning'
unit in which the school is ldcated, the 1975 schooA
capacity, and the projected 1980 school capacity. /

4
Note that you, can distinguish between portable and'pd'rmanent
classroom capacities in your school file. This makes it
easier for yOu to determine at a glance whether'you can
alleviate a shortage of classroom space at on schftl by
moving 'ii unneeded Rortable'classrooms from anoth /

Geographic Connectivity In order to assign the
students in a planning unit to

the nearest school,'ONPASS requires a file that spatially
relates the; planning unite to the schools. The records in
t4lesgeographic connectixity file define' a. link from on
;planning unit to another. One such link record.exists for,
Oach pair of physically adjacent planning units the distance
between which the student can walk. This connectivity can, be
by distance in'fteet or miles,-or by travel time in minutes.
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The distance or time va ue can be as accurate as you want it
to be. It can be esti ated as the straight 1 he distance or
time betyeen the centr ids of the tWa plaDning units., or it
can..be the actual distance or tjorie over the street network
using the chortegt route. c%This data al ows,,ONPAS to
determine the _set of planning vnits.th t can{ be reache
directly from any-other planing unit.and . he* cast of
doing in terms of distance or travel time.

aplow is an excerpt from such a qeogr phis. connectivity
file:

Q

6 13 8

7 8 r 2

7 11 13
, 8 11 10
8 9 , 3

.9 11 9

9 10
1.0 11 13
11 12 7

11 13 12

The first and Second .columns contain the codes of the
adjabent planning unit pairs, and the third column is the
distance between theoplanning unit centroids in hundreds of
/feet.

Other Inputs These are the three basic data
files used by ONPASS. In

actual planning situations*; any numbpr of files of each type
canbe generated to reflect future expectations. A second
student file, for imstance, can.Wp generated that contains

peanticipated student populations and can be ud to preview
the adequacy of existing attendancd areas, inli:he future.

PLANNING INPUTS 2

Given the basic data inputs to ONPASS, you can begin to vary
certain parameters .ta test various policy constraints and
hypothetical S:ituations. You can, among other things:

o



Change transportation parame.tersto 'determine 'the.
//cost. effects of different school bus transpoktation

criteria;

Selectively' add (or subtract).populatiOp .t.bartas-
to determine any, possible effect on oxibting ool

.loads;.

Measure the effect% of building,' addingoif or
closing,schools and determine what the.effeOt:wOUld
be on attendance areas throughout tibe diotliot- and

.

. .

Preassign specific planning units. to a 4c400l"to
ensure that they are included in.". a. .particular
attendance area.

0

You can even meazurb the effect of putting up a pedestkian
bridg'd over a freeway rby adding a record to the geographic
connectivity file establishing.a link between two-planning
units. A

0,
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SECTiONTWO':

ONP4S AT 7i57013z

,/.
The ouVass interaction shown in this section uses as input
three data files developed for the Canoga
Ilark-Winnetka-WoOdland Hills Planning Area in Los Angeles.

' The planning units in this area are made up,of 3:970:Carious
block. To derive a count ofstudents per planning unit as
of .1975, the City of Los 'Angeles used 1970 Census data. A
second bet of student counts by planninglunit was generated
to reflect expectations for 1980.

Q ti

iAltheiiT the 'schools used in this study are actual
.

facilitiesfitheir capacities were altered to accommodate the
1975 censub-dderived student loads within existing attendance

. areas. The estimated road, distances between adjacdnt
planning unit centroido was measured in hundreds 'of feet..

Xn :this study, *the planning 'area and its schools are real,
but the student counts and measured 'distances represent
eptimates.

,

yigure 1 on page9 incliides a flowchart that summarizes the
,

prdcess'shown in the typical terminal session that ..follows.
Highlighted are user interaction, report and map-outputs,

; N and ONPASS's qni4ue capabilities for' answering "what if"
questions instantly: The running commentary accompanying the
interactien -develops. the user's line of thought as-he runs
ONPASS and explains theoutputs. a '

Tile terminal session proceeds froth an evaluation of existing.

*
y 0, facility utilization and transportation needs to' what is

anticipated for 1980, at which
.

point our planner begins -
asking some.hypothetical questions concerning. changes in the
schools' capacities. ,t4.44

u
)

u.

0
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On' the ,left-hand pages will be found ..the .pxplanatory
comments or the, ,tekminal session appeaiing .21,5 thp
r ,pight-pandages. The commando typed-by th9 plahner'401p.pear

loser
, .in lor case,''While OUPASS responpec are in upper ease.- To
hell; yoi understand the interaction, all commands were typed
in full. gash command and keyword parameter° can be
abbreviated to speed up the interaction. -error example, the

_command:
0

. . .

. It
.

.
.

list areas assigned school 17'

can be abbreviated as :6

n.
ar as sch 17

12

.6-

tit

13

F
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START

'LOAD
STUDENT &
SCHOOL
F I LESO

FREASS1GN
' PLANNING
.UNITS.

SELECT
`TIME PERIOD'
OR GRADE
LEVELS

..41.1N,.

RUN. :A.-

SCHOOL.
ASSIGNMENT.

IA

SELECT
ALTERNATIVE
PRE -

ASS IGNMENTS

GENERATE'
REPORTS'
PLOTS FOR'
ANALYSES.

4

ALTER: \

CA PAC ,e
MAX. TRAY
PLANNING
UNITS

WESET:
MAX.WALICA
TRANS. COSTS,
MAP PARAMS.

END

Figure The Facillty Planning Process with ONPAS$

0
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The user, enters the ONPASS dnvironment,by issuing the
ONPASS command and types the LOAD command to activate
the input data files for the ourrent'Ischool year. In
response, ONPASg4 provides a general overview of the
school district. Sere' it shows that the district

"inclUdes. 2.3 schools with a combined capacity of 21,330
Students. Theie are actually 20;640 students in the
1114 planning units..

(Din .order to geherate baseline measures of utaization,
average distance, and transport costs, the 'existing'
school attendance areas are imposed on the district by
reading in a preassisnment file that associates each
planning unit with a specific school.

o

(3)With the execution of the ASSIGN command, student loads
at the' hools are calculated along with the shortest
path' on each planning unit to its assighed school.
The esponse indicates the district -wid °e averages for
level of school facilitY-utilization and distance to
school. These figures represent standards against which
to 'measure an .individual school's performance.

s-

4(. The same figures .cail be obtained for each school in the
N

%district by issuing the REPORT ASSIGNMENTSocommand. The
report on the next page shows that existing school
facilit3\es are well utilized.

Note that seven of,the schools, in the district (1, 3,
6, 7, 17, 18, and 22) have both. a relatiVely large

-number of students and greater average distance to
school, We pan expect that 'a large percent of'the

. district's transportation costs will be associated with
these schools: %

School, 11 (Highland) Is so small that one might
quesition its efficiency. On the other. hand, School' 10
(Haynes) is extremely large . owing , to portable
classrooms ethat had been added a year earlier to
,accommodhie.the growing student population.

14



.07.55 anpass
PASS.1 08/05/75:

load schools (cp75) lac')
LOADING SCHOOLS FROM LACP
SCHOOLS LOADED:
23 SCHOOLS, CAPACITY
load areas (4M75) lacp
LOADING AREAS FROM LACP
LOADING LiNKS FROM LACP
AREA LOADED:
1114 AREAS, 2531 LINKS, DEMAND 20640

'.TERMINAL 45SION 4*

21330

do lac ass
PROCES ING; LACPASS

(2)assign

ONPASS ASSIGNMENT: 08-.10.28 08/3:2/75-
SCHOOLS 23, CAPACITY 21330, UTILIZATION_

STUDENTS ASSIGNE 20640, AV DISTANCE 0A2

report assignments
SCHOOL

1 CALABA H
2 CALV'ER
3, CAAOGAP
4 CAPISTR
5 COLLINS'
6 ENADIA
7"F BRIG
8-HAM W,
9 HARTsTR'

10 HAYNES
11 HIGHLAND
12 JUSTICS
la LOCKHURS
14 OAKDALE
15 OSO:
16 PLATRAN
17 POMELO
18-$ERRANIA
19 SiJANYBR
20 WELBYWAY
1 'wINNEXICA
22 WOqDLAKE
23 WOODLAND

:TOTAL,STDDENTS'
ASSIGNED'

UNASSIGNED

CAPACITY
.T'690

660
1260

J1260
720

4200
'990
960
870

.,1410
'450

630
1:386
660
630
6301
630

1200
'1290
1140
.660'
1260
750,

20640
20640 100.0%

0 0.0%,

STUDENTS.
669 '

598
1223
1254
608

11.7-

UTILIZATION AV DISTANCE
97.0% - 0.85
90116% 4 0.61 '

97.1% 0.72
99.5% 0.49
95.6% 0.59
97.9% , 0.66
97.4% 0.70
96.4% 0.42
98.7% 0.55
99.0% 0.55
71.8 0.32

' 96:8% Q.49
98:8% 0:64
98.0% 0.40
96.2% 0.55
95.7% 0.72
93.2% 0.87
57.0% 0.93
98.8% 0.68
97.3%

097.6% 0.53
97.5% 0,76
97.3% 0.72

.925
859

1396
323
610 i

11637
647
606
603'
687
1164
1275
1109
644,

'1228
730
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The OUTPU, pRINTER7- and 'SET MAP acALE .comm nds 'are
preparato" for 'creating-a graphib- representation of
the exist1i4 School attendance areas. Because the 'plot
of the attendance areas is scaled .to a base map of 1000
feet to the ;inch and will be produced in,3 strips, the
user dliects the output to a high-speed printer. He
also .sets the map scale, page width, and number of
coordinate, units to the mile to ensure that the slot
will overXey his base pap.

(i)The MAP command allows you to plOt at the planning
unit level. -- assignment to schools, ,distance from
school, and number og students. You can 'display one'or
two variables at a time at any, scale. You can also
restrict the plot to a specific portion of the district
by specifying the portion you want to see. not c1 in
the Appendix is the .plot of planning units by,school
generated by the MAP ASSIGNMENTS command on the
opposite page..

(1)Before continuing, the user sets the transport ride
parameter (SET TRANSPORT RIDE) Cto one mile, specifying.
that students planning units farther than'a mile
from their s6hool are designated as bus riders; So that
subsequent, outputs aAre routed to his terminal, .he.
issues an OUTPUT TERMINAL command.

(Dior a detailed look at the planning units assigned to a
specific school, the user issues a LIST AREAS command
for school 17 (Pomelo) .

. Once ONPASS has made an assignment, it knowd the
distance from each planning unit to its assigned
school. This information allows the system to 'calculate
the transportation requirements and estimate their.
cost, You supvtly all the cost estimate paameters. One
of these parameters, the distance beyond which students
are transported, was supplied aboVe in the SET
TRANSPORT RIDE command to reflect the district4s policy
on supplying transportation.



0

(Doutput printer
OUTPUT ON PRINTER

41ERMINAL'aESSION
.roontinued)

iet map scale. 5.28-p,age--126:xrfetri-e-49 -<1 _

MAP PARAMETERS; a

" SCALE- 5.28 INCHES/MILE, METRIC 49 UNITS/MIL4E, pacf WIDTH 126 COLS

map assignments

(See plot 1 in the 4ppendix for output)

Oset' transport ride-1.0
TRANSPORT PARAMETERS:
WALK 1.0 MILES,' BUS .UNIT' 66

COST $ 0./UNIT-YEAR,1 70.00/MILE YEAR
output terminal
OUTPUT ON TERMINAL

0

()list areas assigned schools 17
SCHOOL/AREA STUDENTS DISTANa MODE CUM-STUD.

17 POMELO
1

i.

lz

,.

0587
.2

268 -226 0.0 2 6
22.7 0' 0;3 226

276 0 0.3 226

269 0 0.6 .226

270 0 0.8 226
229' 0 0.8 226

271 0 0.8 226

272 0 "..-0.9 226
253 32 O. g 258
273 0 1.0 2580
255 5, 1.1 RZDE 263

254 '6.

.4
'' 1.1 RIDE" % 269

256 °.3,8 ` F 1. 3. RIDE 307

216 "00- 1.2 RIDE 307

228 1.3 RIDE 307

230 0 1.4 RIDE 307

252 25 1.4 RIDE 4 332

258 161 1.5, RIDE 493
251 21 , 1.5 RIDE 514
249 18 1.6 RIDE. 532
250 14 1.6 RIDE 546
215 1.2 1.6 RIDE 558

248 29 2.0 .RIDE 587.

ey

17

38.5 '
38.5
38.5
38.5
38.5
!38.5
38.5
38.5
44.0

,t 44.0

.44,8
45.8
52.3
52:3
52:3.
52.3
56.6'
84.0
87.6
90.6
93.0
95.1

100.0
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(i)The other parameters convert the transportation
requirement into dollars.. Two. cost factors can be
applied: a fixed cost per vehicle per year and a- yearly
coot" per vehicle per bus route mile. In this run, the
user supplies onlya. variable cost of $75.00 per mile
per year (SET TRANSPORT COST).

@The tearisportatiou' report. summarizes the transport
costs for the schools in the district applying the
costing parameters previously, supplied by the user.
Keep in mind that the' cost figures used here are
hypothetical and would have to be determined
empirically for each school district. Note that the
observation madb earlier that schools 1, 3, 6, 7, 17,
18 and 22 would ,account for most of the transportation
costs turned out to be correct.

8Additional information on 'transportation is generated
in a graphic\ form using the MAP TRANSPORT function.
Included are the Planning unit number and student
population of each planning unit whose students are to
be bussed to their assigned school. Values are
superimposed over the centroid of each unit. The MAP
TRANSPORT command can be specific to one -. school (as
shown here) or cat cover the entire district. This plot
is particularly useful in establishing, bus routes.

O

18

O
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®sot transport cost 0.0 7
TRANSPORT PARAMETERS;
WALK 1.0 'MILES, BUS.U9T 66
COST $ 0./UNIT-YEARO

TkiaaliAL SESSZON
(j,ontinued)

75.00/MILE-YEAR

(Dr/cport transport.
.SCHOOL 'STUDENTS

TOTAL WALK %

1° CALABASH 669 446 66.7
ICAT,VERT '598 471 78.8
3 CANOGAPK 1223 1005 82.2
4 CAPISTRA 1254 1187 94.7
5 ,COLLINS. 688 607 88.2
6 ENADIA: 1175 904 76.9
7 PULLERIG 964 698 72.4
8 HAMLIN 925 925 100.0
"6 HARTSTR 843 04 95.4
10.HAT.NES 1396 1125 80.6

RIDE
223
127
218.
67
81
271
266

0
39

271
11 HIGHLAND 323 3 3 100.0 0

12 JoUSTICS: 610 -580 95,1 30

13 LOCKHURS 1256 1098 80.9 260%
14 OAKDALE 647 647 100.0 0'

15 OSO 606 572 94:4 34

16 PLATRAN 603 453 75.1 150

17 POMELO. 587. 258 44.0 329
18 SERRANIA 1164 663 57.0 501
19 SSJNNYBR 1275 1149 90.1 126
20 WELBYWAY 1109 1096 98.8 13

21 WINNETKA 644 569 88.4 75

22 WOODLAKE' 1228 904 73.6 324
WOODLAND- 730 594 81.4 136

TOTAL 20619 17078 82.8 3541

output ,inter
OUTPUT ON PRINTER

's(ipmap transport schools 1.7

(See Plot .2 in the Appendi
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33.3
21,2
17.8
5.3

11,8
23.1
27.6
0.0
4.6

19.4
'0.0

4.9
19.1
0.0
5.6

24.9
56.0
43.0
9.9
1.2

11.6
26.4
18.6

17:2

15

AV DISTANCE TRANSPORT'
.COSTWALK

0,68
0.44
0.61
0%44
0.51
0.51
0,45
0.42
0.51
0.38
0.32
0.45
0.51
0.40
0.47
0.55
0.11
0.53
0.62
0.45
0.47,
0.57
0.55

0.49

for output)

RIDE
1.19. $ 19800
°1.21 $ 15625
1.19 $ 20475
1.31 $ 5175
1.14 $ 10500
1.14 $ 27825
1.31 $ 31425
0.0 0

1.27 $ 5700
1.23 .$ 12.375

$ 0

1.15 $ 4575
1.21 $ 19050
0.0 $

1.76 $ 8925
1.25 $ 15225
1.46 $ 31425
1.44 $ 49200-

--1;2 $ 14175
1.15 $ 4575
1.04 $ 8475
1.29 $ 31050
1.46 $ 19125

±.29 $ 354900
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To 'datermine how the present *attendance ar eas measure
.up to the 'ideal neighborikod school attendance °areas., ,

the u-sera runs the assignment function without,
preassignments and irrespective 'of. school capacities,.
This run assigns each plan hing unit to-the nearest

vathout respeci'to constraints, thus providing
the minimum transportation cost for the district.

.(iDIt appears that the slightly lower average distance
(0.57 Miles per stuident as opposed to 0.62 miles with
preasSighments) means that the current attendance are
have been well-defined. The additional 0.05 miles pe
student, however, translaties to an additional 1032
student miles per day with .a student body of 20,640.

ONow thp user is ready° to start asking some "what if"
questions. The first is: What happens in 1980 with the
:same attendance areas but with a different student
ijopulati6n. distribution? To answer this, the area file
rs reloaded w'th 1980 prbjections along with the 1975
attendance areas; and the assignment is rerun. From the
sumtary stratiatic3, you can see that the district-wide
stud-ent population has declined by.2345.

@The assignment reportindicates that this Uecline is
° ,not evenly .distributed throughout the district, In

fact4 several areas increase in population. Most
schools experience' a 12% decrease in capacity,,,
utilization, while Highland (11), Pomelo (17), and
Winnetka (21) experience substantial increases, thus
driving their student loads well above current
chpacities%

,===mr
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(:)assign nocaP'

TERMINAL S&SSION A
Ifipntinued)

(DONBASS'. ASSIGNMENT: 08.30.53 08/12/75
.SCEOOLS 23, CAPACITY 21330, UTILIZATION. 96%8%

STUDENTS ASSIGNED 20640, AV DISTANCE 0.57

Oload area (dm80) laep
.LOADING AREAS pRog LACP
LOADING LINKS, PROM LACP
AREAS LOADED:
1114 AREAS, 2531 LINKS, DEMAND 18547
do lacpass
PROCESSING: LACPAU
assign

ONPASS ASSIGNMENT; 08.32.57 08/12/75
SCHOOLS 23, CAPACITY, 21330, UTILIZATION 87.0%

STUDENTS ASSIGNED 18547, AV DISTANCE 0.62

report assign,te
SCHOOL OAPACITY:

1 CALABASH' 690
2' CALVERT .660
CANOGAPK 1260

.4 CAPISTRA 1260
5 COLLINS 720
'6 ENADIA - 1200
7 FULLBRIG 990

HAMLIN 960
9°HARTSTR 87,0

10 HAYNES 1410
11 HIGBLAND:
12 JUST/CS , 630
13
14
15'

16
17
18
19
20
21
.22
$3

LOCKHURS
OAKDALE
OSO
PLATRAN
POMELO
SERRANIA
SUNNYBR
wELbytimy
WINNETKA
WOODLAKE
WOODLAND

TOTAL STUDENTS
ASSIGNED

UNASSIGNED

1380'
,660

630.

630
1200
1290
1140
660

1260
750

18547
.18547

0

STUDENTS .

573
515

1034
,1089

588
'1007

829
796
738

1214
-.606 --
524

al79
558
526
521
743
989

jlos
961
778/

613.,

100.0%
0.0%

21

UTILIZATION
1,83.0%

78.0%
82.1%
86.4%
81.7%
84.1%
83.7%
82.9%
841.8%
86.1%

134.7%
83.2%
85.4%
84.5%
83:5%
82.7%

117.9%
82.4%
85.7%
84.3%

117.9%
84.0%
81.7%

17

AV DISTANE
0.85
0.61
0.72

,0.49
0.59
0.66
0.70
0.42
0.,55

0.55
0.32
0.-49

0.64
0.40
6.55
0.72
1.00
0.91
0.66
045
0.47
0.76
0.72
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(10As Plot 1 in the Appendix showy, Highland and Pomelo
are adjacent schools, both of which are affectedby the
projected student population growth in the northwest
portion of the district. Earlier; the comment was made
that Highland had a particularly small cap e ty: The
planner can now think of shifting the portable",
classrooms '.from ,Haynes 1(10), whose enrollm t" has
declined', to Highland to help alleviate the pr Jected
overassignment 'at the latter/and to °bring their
capacities into line with th'e ither facilities". This is
done hyjoading a. modified ile representing the
chanTes in capacity.

(DAt the same tile, irk order to reduce the:student load
at Pomelo (17), the user removes the attendance- area
restrictions on Pomelo,and austics by loading in a new
1980 preassignment file (LACPAS1).

(DNoW when the assignment is rerun, dew attendance areas
are defined. for Pomelo,and austics,'and some changes
also occur to two neighbdring schools -- Enadia. 6) and
H'ghland (11) . All students are assigned, but . both
Hi hland and Pomelo are now within capacity.

@)A plot ,ot only the northwest portion of the district
highlightd the change in attendance. areas when-compared
to-Plot 1.

4

v

This simple ONPASS ,terminal' session stop here. A
school plannerl'however, can go much further. He can go
on to look at the transportation costs, generate a
detailed list of planning units now assigned to the
fivp.affected schools, create bus routes and schedules,
or continue the "what if" questions on other possible'
changes in the district-.

,

22
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TESNINAL.SESSION
(continued)

Load schools (cp80) jacp
LOADING SCHOOLS PROM tACP
SCHOOLS LOADED: r.

'23!SCHOOLS, CAPACITY - 21330
list scAools 10 11 =

SCHOOL. AREA STREET CAPACITY
10 HAYNES 634 0 .1230

11 HIGHLAND 259 -0 630

(12)do ladpasl
PROCESSING: LACPAS1

assign

a

a.

NPASS ASSIGNMENT: .08,455'31 08/12/7
SCHOOLS CAPACLTY 21330', UTILIZATION

STUDENTS ASSIGNED 18547, AV DISTANCE

a

report asSignmentS

87 .0%
0.61

SCHOOL CAPACITY 'STUDENTS UTILIZATION AVDISTANCE
CALABASH' 690- ':573 83.0% 0.85

'2 CALVERT -,660 515 78.0% 0.61

3-CANOGAPK 1260 1034 '82.1% 0.72,

4 CAPISTRA 1260 1089' 0.49

5.COLLINS 720 588 81.7% 0.59'

6 ENADIA 1200 1451 120.9% 0.68

7 PULLBRIG:' a90 829 83.7 %' 0.70

8 HAMLIN 796 82.9% 0.42

9 HARTSTR 870 718. 84.8%' 0.55

10 HAYNES . 3.2(1) 1214 98.7% 0.55_

11 HIGHLAND 630 607 96.3% 0.32

12 ausTic8 630 45.5: 88,1% , 0.57

13 OCKHURS 1380 1161 84.1% 0.64 .

14 OAKDALE 6.60 558 84.5% 0.40

15 OSO 630 626,V 83.5% 0.55

16 P.LATRAN 630. 82.7% 0..72

POMELO 630 269 424:7% 0.25

18 SERRANIA 1200 989 82.4% 0.91*

19 SUNNYBR 1290 1105 , 85.7% 0.66'

20 WEisBYWAY 1140 979 85.9% 0.47

21 WINNETKA 666 778 117.9% 0.47

22 WOODLAKE 1260 1059 64.o%. 0.76

23 WOODLAND 750 613 81.7% 0:72

TOTAL STUDENTS 18547
ASSIGNED 18547 100.0%

UNASSIGNED 0 0.0%

8map assignments window 2.8.5.0 1.0 3.,2

(See not:40- in the Appendix for output)
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COSTS ARDBEWITS
Ak.
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Many of the dosto and benefits associatep, with ON ASS have

been discussed in the preceding oections. A 'brie summary,
may ay help bring "intd focus the level of redpurce

e2penditures required by' ONPASS and the benef to to be
derived from using it.

COSTS..
.

Once a school district has committed itself to an effective
school facility master- planning process, it hao in *effect

committed itself to a level of.. resourcd4 expenditure
equivalent to that required by ONPASS. The cost factors.
associated with ONPASS fall into into'three categories: data tv-

base development, personnel, and computer resources.
0

Data Base Development The information required in
the facility planning process,

such as student counts by location, school capacities, and
geographic connectivity, must be put into machine-teadable
data fileS for ONPASS. The incremental cost associated with
this move

to
machine-readable filep depends on the level of

detail to be reflected in the planning files and the'status
of the source files from which the data is being derived.

0 School districts currently maintaining computerized
administrative Dstudent files in a metropolitan area covered
by a good Geographic Base File (GBF) could, within a month,
generate the, necessary ONPASS data inputs. On the other
hand; districts lacking machine-readable student files and

GBFs for their' community have farther to go in order to
develop ;ONPASS data-files at a comparable level of detail.

24
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With the .exception of some conbultati6n on the, appropriate
data'- base development p ocedUres,, tie majorcostS for
activity are inteinal too urce costs. A school district''s

- clerical .-and "profespiohal ptaff arq quite capable, of
'ColleCting and cbdinq the-'nacessary data files.

'S

ONPASS is designed to h

,.
operated by one or more of .th

'
.

district.'s sitff _members who are involved in the schwa'
fadility master p1anning propess, No computer programming
-experience is required. The only specialized trai ing
required would be in the execution of' the, ONPASS pro ram

- qs.

itseZf. And this can be accompl Win\a single two-.04ay
,.

training session. ,

0

Computer Resources ONPASS,can operate under IBN's
1 a . VM/370Atimesharing system and

Natiofial CSS'S VP/dSS,,timesharing system. No computer
purchases or reases are required in order to use ONPASS.
Leased access to ONPASS is avaIlable through one of the
timeahlatirig systems mentioned above. This means that the
usage - fees .are directly related to the amount-of work being%

J

performed by ONPASS.
-1 ,;,

Leased access to ONPASS cgs s approximat6ly $550.00 a month,
, plus computer resource charges. These resource charges are

what you pay when you are actually interacting with ONPASS,.
The OgbASS terminal Session shown in Section Two too, about
30 ,,minutes to -execute and cost approximately 75.00 In
computer resources.

4,4

BENEFITS

It is always difficult to convert the benefits of using a
new capability. like ONPASS into dollars and cents whew -the
capability goes far beyend the mere duplication o an
existing process. The question to ask yourself as: Can
ONPASS improve the quality of decisions such as you are now.
making without it?

Following are six reasons why we think ONPASSS can, in fact,
improve the quality of decisions being\ made in school
facility master planning.



Immediate Analysis On0d the;inpUt data:filehave
been completed, You: can ...begin

analyzing student assignment and .Er4ivpportatpn:.: rme4O\ at
__1once, as they arise, with ut havid '10o-facd the taelyau!?!'

,
costs associated with ad hoc ata 60.1eetion.TherpSlilt:\is
a.more timely solutioni sed. f'4A a" bomprehensiv and'
up,tOdat sat of data.

\,' SpeedSpeed In p, minute's, the ONPASS

,

_ eterAihal sssion. in sect,j,b/i
;,,,11,4

A .

Two .did what would have taken a.`'' professional, staff member
.

two. 'weeks to duplicate manually. ONPASS can analyze dozens
of atildentl aSsignmeat alternatives -in .exhaustive .detail

, .
,..., z

during a single woikingday. And the result ofthe-Tro,c,ps6
, is' nof a hodge-podge df-meaninglesststatibtics that only. \an.
expert can unravel but a series of reports that call. be :_

presented without alteration to the school board or reletdoed
to the public.-

C

Innovative Solutions The speed of ONPASS combined
with the 'ability, to vary

planner inputs_ from run ,to tun 'allow,.? the planner to ^
experiment with a'variety of alternativet\pat v:Ould have to
be leftunexplored under the severe time pressure that gRes
with manual analysis. This experimentation leads tooa'sbetter

\understanding, of the problem ,;hand". and its
interdependenOies, resulting in more permanent and

0 e'creative set of s r?qlutions.
21v

0

Cost-Effective Solutions 9NpAsS allows you to ,cconserve

your staff resources -ajid'at
the same, time to select from among a .large number. ,:ag
possible solutions the one that leads to'the best facility
utilization and the loThest transportation 'costs. The 'result\
is a cdst-saving solution. \ ;,--

Communitycommunity Ptarticipation ONPASS focusses, thedanalytic
.

. tproces'e-- on speO.fia0objectiveS
and their measures of attaidment.- A. standard,
easy-to- understand set :of statistics is gqnerated for°,aach
alternative allowpIg you to evaluate it quickly' and
intelligently. This ,."allows you to ieespond to' possible
solution4:11t.esented hr the community,w±th the same speed and
thoroughness that irOu,:use '-ill your ti.nternal evaluation
process-

If:ye-11r district can: easily resPona to inputs from the
gemmunity it will be inAa betler Position to present its

-9



case without prolonged political wrangling.- One alf-the.
1-"Mults pf using ONPAS$ can be a °greater understanding on
the part of the-4-taxpayers of the decision-iaking process
from their actual participation 4in A.

Integrity'

a

ONPASS uses the same carefully
prepared set of data files for

analysis of all alternat ves. With a basic logic that is
steaightfoOard and 'Comprehensive,. ONPASS lays bare the
advantages and disadvantages'of all alternative solutions.

Moreoyer, you will 14-6T-tile.,same. answer each time you submit
ahy given alternative using the same set of data. When you
are doillg this type of analysis manually, yoU can get a
different result each time you study the same alternative.
ONPASS is not a "black box" .that mysteriously gives the
right' answers using some-obscure,logic.

Instead, ONPASS is a tool that can be 'used' to give substance
to, your ideas by rapidly marshalling and "cdrrelating the
student, school, and geographic-information'fed,into it.
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APPENDIX
s

COMPUTER PLOTS GENERATED BY ONPASS

28
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PLOT l

MAP OP ASSIGNMENTS

'This plot of area assignments, delineate the school
attendance areas by printing the school, n tuber at the
Oentroid . of the assigned pladning units. T e plots ' when
used in conjunction with abase map as in the plot on the
facing page, aee useful graphic aids in the planning

fprocess.
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,PLOT 2'

MAP OF TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS

This plot is of the planning units assigned to Pomelo- (17)
that are 'greater thdn 1.0 miles from the school. The 14ot
displays the planning unit number and the number of
students.- This output is particularly useful in planning
bus routes.
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PLOT 3

MAP OF ASSIGNMENTS

(NORTHWEST PORTION *SCHOOL rasTncT)

0

This plot of sChOol attendance areas was generated for 'only
the northwest portion of the school district by using the
WINDOW parameter in the MAP command. The WINDOW. parameters
indicate the rectangle on the surface of the map that is to
be plotted:

'35
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PLOT 4

MAP OV AREAS a

A-4

This plot identifies the location of the planning units.
Each .unit is assigned a unique number' which the planner uses
for reference during the planning process.
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